English—This term the children will cover
different styles of writing throughout the
term. Children will cover poetry, story writing, explanations and non-chronological
reports. Children will continue to learn to
recall texts with actions and expression,
so please ask you child to demonstrate and
practice this at home!

Maths—Children will continue to cover the different

areas of maths; number, calculations, measures,
time and shape just to name a few. Maths will also
pop-up in our topic work when reading time-lines of
the Anglo-Saxons and Viking! We will also focus on
the children’s recall of times tables and related
division facts, so any extra practice at home will
help to speed up those times tables!

Languages—The children are showing-off
their skills in developing a new language. The
children will be learning lots of new vocabulary and developing their confidence in
speaking in French! Très Bien!

WOW DAY!

Music—This term the children will have specialist tuition on how to play the ukulele.

Building Viking boats
and watching how to
train your dragon!

PE—Class 4S will have PE every Thursday with Cannons and Friday with Miss Scott. Class 4SF will have
PE every Thursday with Cannons and Friday with Mrs
Fairweather. Please ensure your child has the correct PE kit with them in school everyday.

Science- This term the children will cover different styles of writing throughout the term.
Children will cover poetry, story writing, explanations and non-chronological reports.
Children will continue to learn to recall texts
with actions and expression, so please ask
you child to demonstrate and practice this at
home!

History/Geography —Children will begin by exploring the way of life of the Anglo-Saxons in
Britain which will then lead into the Viking invasion. The children will learn about the Viking way of life, battles, and religious beliefs.
We will also be looking at Viking travel and
names of places.

RE—Children will be learning different religions by starting-off with
learning about the traditions and beliefs of Christians and Muslims.

I.C.T– Children will continue to develop their knowledge of computing this term,
whilst using a variety of software. Children will be investigating the use of search
engines on the internet and will also be learning how to Scratch, a programming
software. And not forgetting the I-pads!

Art and D&T
PSHE =As part of our personal, social and health education, children will
be learning how our bodies and feelings change through our life-time.
Children will also be learning about building relationships and being kind
when in different social groups.

In art this term, children will develop their sculpture skills by making Viking helmets
using papier-mâché! Design Technology will be closely linked to our Viking theme this
term. The children will learn about natural dyes and will have the chance to make
their own Viking tribal wrist bands. This is sure to be a messy time but the children
will have a great time dyeing and weaving.

